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Preface

Bewildered, exasperated, and exhausted, the liberal left mainstream news
media appeared defeated a year into President Trump’s openly declared
war against them.
Katy Waldman (2018) in an essay in Slate entitled ‘There’s Nothing
More to Learn About Trump’ concedes, ‘The more we cover him, the
more we excite the desire to explain away, account for, and tame his outrageous behavior. But we can’t. All we can do is stoke the fever with fresh
data points, new revelations’.
Kyle Pope (2018), editor-in-chief of Columbia Journalism Review,
writes, ‘We continue to spend our days, and our audience’s time, reacting
to the president’s bumbling with a level of disbelief and outrage that has
boiled over into a stinking froth’.
And several months earlier, Mark Danner (2017) in The New York
Review of Books wrote,
‘It is our outrage, our disgust, our knee-jerk shock and condemnation
that animate the play and give verisimilitude to the battle being fought.
We are the enemy and our screams of dismay are vital to the drama’.
And yet this ‘we’, this ‘media’, that Trump is at war with, is merely a
ghost of what was the liberal left mainstream media. The media’s disbelief
at Trump is increasingly a cover for their own anger at having been pushed
out of that place from where they once painted the world in their own
colours. The catastrophic fall of the mainstream is not a matter of the digital tsunami upending the business of news but is rather the widespread
‘post-trust’ (Happer and Hoskins forthcoming) contempt from the left
and the right it is now held in. As Angela Nagle (2017, 2–3) describes, ‘It
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is a career disaster now to signal your left-behind cluelessness as a basic
bitch, a normie or a member of the corrupt media mainstream in any way’.
Trump’s war on media continues to be fundamentally armed by a
uniquely potent mix of a new critical mass of anti-establishment fervour
and the mainstream’s deep resentment of precisely this, or at least its acting in the vain hope that the multitude will stop hating it and that it will
shake off its Trump dependency. The latter seems more likely to arrive—
resulting from Trump leaving office—than the former (hatred of the
establishment) but only because Trump’s period in office has term limits.
To tell the story of Trump’s war on media then requires a holistic vehicle that can at least illuminate the right and left’s collusion in outrage
alongside a vision of the imploding mainstream.
Through a series of short interventions from academics and journalists,
this volume interrogates the emergent media war fought by Donald
Trump in a fluid digital media ecology. Rather than a standard edited volume of extended essays, we use a series of interconnected clustered themes
to set an agenda for exploration of Trump as the principal beneficiary as
well as a sign of the shattering of mainstream consensual reality.
This work began through a symposium hosted by the College of Social
Sciences at the University of Glasgow in June 2017. We are very grateful
to all our participants and our contributors here for their innovative work
on this project. Finally, thanks to Lina Aboujieb, Heloise Harding, Connie
Li, Martina O’Sullivan, Lucy Batrouney, and the proposal reviewers in
helping guide us through to these final pages.
Glasgow, UK
Catherine Happer
Andrew Hoskins
Swansea, UK
William Merrin
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